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Children of the Earth, founded by Dr. Nina Meyerhof in 1990, offers young people leadership
skills programs, educational workshops and attendance at distinguished conferences. We instill
the concepts of global cooperation multicultural understanding, spiritual values and ethical
living.

POWERFUL WORDS

The forces of
enlightenment are active
now. These forces
emanate from the heart of
God and transmit divine
understanding,
strengthening those who
serve humanity.
The first to be affected by
them are the great
educational movements,
the forums of the people
in all lands and the values
which can unfold through
the mass communications
media.
As the new emerging ideas
are recognized, they can
then be directly
channeled to influence
the masses of the people
everywhere.
--ALICE BAILEY

YOUTH PROMOTING PEACE: 17 YEARS LATER
In 1994, hundreds of thousands of
people were killed in Rwanda in
what has become known as the
Rwandan Genocide. During the
course of 100 days, unspeakable
acts of violence were committed
against Tutsis and moderate
Hutus, under the bewildered and
paralyzed eyes of the
international community.
Neighbor turned against neighbor,
destroying lives...
See what our youth are doing.
READ MORE...
COE NEPAL

From May 25th to June 2nd, Children of the Earth held
"Transforming Spirituality into Action," an international
gathering in Nepal. Executive and youth leadership organized
the work, which included:
Training: Youth Leaders in Sprituality
Train the Trainers: Spiritual Activism
The trip was MONUMENTAL in a country where youth make up

70% of the population.
READ MORE...

JOIN US ON FACEBOOK

June 1-4, 2011, Montpelier, VT -- The 13 Indigenous
Grandmothers joined from North, South, and Central America,
Africa, Asia, and Europe, representing a global alliance of
prayer, education and healing for our Mother Earth, and all Her
inhabitants. They brought with them a message of unity,
wisdom and reverence for life.
Youth from Children of the Earth hosted a private conversation
with the 13 Grandmothers, sharing their concerns and visions
for the future.
READ MORE
Learn More about the Thirteen Indigenous Grandmothers.
LATEST NEWS
Free Hugs Campaign, Switzerland - What It Takes
Elders of the Children of the Earth Assemble in Thailand
Recognition to COE’s Outstanding Youth Leader
Click here to read more about the LATEST NEWS from Children
of the Earth

